
PALM READING 
 

 

 

NAME:  Harpreet Walia 

GENDER:  Male 

LOCATION: Singapore 

DOMINANT HAND:  Right 

DOB:  31.03.1983 

 

 

 

LINES & SIGNS ON PALM: 

 Struggle in early life but prosperity in middle of life (fulfill of all wishes).  

 Hand is very good, no major problem throughout life but few minus points on 

hand for which you need to be careful throughout life and perform remedies. 

 All major lines are good but still no true support in life or struggle in early life. 

 Pitra Dosh (Delay and obstacles in each work unnecessarily/unknown reason). 

 Habit of self deception or want to help others even they are not trustworthy to 

you. 

 Strong chances of demotion or loss by hidden enemies. 

 

LIFE LINE 

1. Lifeline is good in both hands, lifespan 70+. 

2. There are chances of family loss in teenage or in early childhood or severe health 

problem. 

3. Life line is not good at starting shows bad health in early life. 

4. Mars line on hand denotes you will get support from family, opp.sex and wife or 

this type of sign also indicates close relationship with two or three women or 

secret affair.  Sometimes subject is healer, alternative medicine practitioner, etc.  

5. Mostly health problem related to indigestion, intestine, and sinusitis. 

6. Branch of Lifeline ends on Moon Mount shows desire to go away from birthplace, 

gives strengthening to lifeline, and urinary disorder, etc. 

7. Overall good health (no major problem) in old age. 

 

LIFE LINE BROKEN/SHORT UNDER MOUNT OF SATURN (MIDDLE 

FINGER): 

Broken/overlap lifeline (left hand) also indicates (from these points mentioned at least 

three or more could have happened or can happen): - 1. Depression and ADHD (subject 

suffering from severe depression and feel loneliness).  2.  Big change in life in mid 30s 

(most probably change of location/residence/birth country).  3.  There are chances of any 

suicide or murder case in your family (close relative, uncle, cousin, etc).   4.  There are 

chances of property dispute in family.   5.  Shoulder (most probably right shoulder) and 

back related issues.   6.  Late marriage.  7.  Fearful nature (subject suffering from phobia, 

most probably phobia related to crowd, height or driving etc). 

 



 

 

PITRA DOSH -  (Due to pitra dosh delay in everything and obstacles in life) 

Pitra dosh (as per hand you are suffering through pitra dosh) so you need to perform 

remedy to get rid of pitra dosh.  Very simple you need to feed birds, fill pot with 

water on your roof for birds to drink water, donate sweets on new moon day to poor 

girls.  Definition of Pitra Dosh (as per astrology)- Pitra Dosh is actually a karmic debt 

of the ancestors.  It is reflected in the kundli or in hand in a form of malefic planetary 

combinations and bad signs on hand and is to be paid by the person having Pitra 

dosha in his/her kundli or hand.  To put it simply, Pitra dosh is formed in a person’s 

hand/horoscope, when his/her ancestors have committed some sin or mistake. So, in 

exchange for that, the native is held accountable to pay for the wrongdoings of their 

forefather’s past deeds by going through various punishments. 

 

HEART LINE 

1. Heart Line is good (not too good) till Mount of Sun (ring finger), weak eyesight, 

bad relationship with father, blood goes from body or donate blood, and 

defamation or deceive by opp. sex. 

2. Deep and dark heart line at starting, irritate easily, internal lust, increase of sexual 

thoughts, jealousy in mind, but emotional, weak hearted and ready to help others.  

3. Upward downward lines on heart line, unsuccessful short term affair and always 

be deprived of credit. 

4. Heart line also denotes jealously, internal lust, negative thoughts (unwanted fear 

related to future or fear of bad things happening). 

 

HEAD LINE 

 Head Line is good in both hands practical thinker, but thinking a lot. 

 Big tassel on head line, chances of family loss in early life and late maturity. 

 Headline and lifeline tie together: Under control of parents (dependent), lots of 

restrictions and weak decision power. 

 Big chain with crisscross on head (big minus point on hand) – Late maturity, 

ENT, eye trouble, breathing issues, masturbation addiction and fickleness. 

 Long tie up with life line shows jealously, internal lust, negative thoughts 

(unwanted fear related to future or fear of bad things happening). 

 

FATE LINE 

1. Fate line is good in both hands (but still you need to wear iron ring in middle 

finger). 

2. Family interference in your professional/personal life and due to this less success 

(not able to do what you want to do). 

3. Habit of self deception or change your mind quickly (not able to decide one thing 

at one time). 

4. Family person (life and fate line close to each other). 

5. Fate line indicates loss in career due to company of bad people/friend or due to 

wrong decision. 

 



 

SUN LINE 

1. Sun Line is good in both hands but defected (you need to perform remedies and 

wear Ruby). 

2. Your sun line shows instability in career (in starting of life). 

3. There are chances of litigation and defamation. 

4. You need to avoid illegal relationship or other stuffs because there are strong 

chances of loss from opp. sex or blackmailing, loss of reputation. 

5. However you will get result from your sun line but you need to be careful 

throughout life about this minus point. 

6. Other thing that there are strong chances of demotion or problem create in your 

life (career or govt.job) by your hidden enemies at office (they can try to trap you 

in any scandal, etc).  

7. Sun Line indicates that you are not getting desired success or results after lots of 

hard work because your Sun Line is cut by an Influence Line which indicates that 

you may not get full benefit of it. 

8. You should never trust on relatives and avoid lending money to them as far as 

possible because there are chances of getting deception of any type by relative. 

9. You need to wear Ruby in ring finger and donate wheat equal to your weight on 

Sunday to poor family (once a month). 

10. Cross on sun line or intersect by influence line shows you will get disrespect, 

deception from close friends, relatives no matter how much good you have done 

to them. 

11. However your sun line will improve in middle age. 

 

VAST MOUNT OF VENUS 

Mount of Venus is big and fleshy denotes success in abroad, venereal disease, interest in 

sex and romance, money-minded, lots of travel, always desire for change, spend majority 

of life away from birthplace, love to travel and depression. 

 

VAST/LONG MOUNT OF MOON: 

Result:  Travel a lot, nature lover, astrologer, imaginative, writer, teacher and artistic 

abilities and depression (thinking a lot/deep thinker).  But also denotes increase of 

negative thoughts, urinary problems, and sinusitis, cold and cough more than general. 

 

FLAT MOUNT OF POSITIVE MARS: 

Result:  Flat mount of positive mars denotes laziness, suicidal tendencies, and increase of 

negative thoughts. 

 

FLAT MOUNT OF SATURN: 

Result:  Flat mount of Saturn denotes fatalist, prone to accident, money-minded, 

pessimistic, interest in lottery, easy money and interest in occult science and inclination 

towards spiritualism. 

 

FLAT MOUNT OF SUN: 

Result:  Desire for extreme wealth, name and fame, eye issues, depression. 



 

TRAVELING: 

Traveling is beneficial for you.  There are chances of long journey (in India) or abroad 

journey in early 20s and late 30s.  Now chances of abroad travel in 43/44 and 48/49 but 

no permanent settlement. 

 

JUPITER RING: 

 Good grasping power. 

 Good intuition power. 

 Inclination towards spirituality. 

 Inclination towards astrology and occult science. 

 Problem in Married life or late marriage. 

 Jupiter ring denotes interest in occult science and spiritualism and depression and 

tension (neurologic disorder).  Tensions are related to family.  You are not able to 

achieve desire success in life due to family responsibilities. 

 

NATURE: 

1. Over emotional. 

2. Thinking a lot. 

3. Shy. 

4. Ego problem (long straight Jupiter finger). 

5. Weak decision power. 

6. Inclination towards luxurious life. 

7. Nervous and panic easily. 

 

HEALTH: 

1. Overall, health is good. 

2. ENT, back pain and indigestion issues. 

3. Depression and negative thoughts (unwanted fear related to future or fear of bad 

things happening). 

4. Addiction of masturbation and due to this bad habit chances of eye weakness, 

general weakness, leg and back pain.  Also there are strong chances of venereal 

disease, low sperm count, ED, and general weakness due to over-masturbation. 

5. Nightfall, ED, testis pain, dhatu rog (semen leakage) etc. 

6. Ages 35 to 37, 47, 49 and early 50s (on and off health issues). 

7. No major health problem throughout life or in old age. 

 

CAREER: 

1. Dependent on parents but independent from early to mid 30s. 

2. Job and business both are good for you but business is only in golden period. 

3. Business related gambling, lottery, share market, etc (speculative business) is 

good for you. (but only in golden period) 

4. Chances of govt job, but create problem in your service by hidden enemies, etc. 

5. Job related to technical, public and sales related field is good for you. 

6. Real estate is also good for you. 

7. Partnership is not good for you. 



8. Retired life will be good. 

 

PERIODS:  (+1,-1) 

1. Current age period is not good age 38 to 40 period is little bit weak so no need 

to change anything just continue your current job or continue your business 

otherwise you will not get satisfactory results till age 40/41. 

2. Age 40 and 41 is better than previous period but still not favorable and no 

major change in life. 

3. Age 42 to 43 period is overall good and you will see improvement in your life. 

4. Age 44 to 45 period is good (you will get success in your life).  Here you will 

get automatic change or automatic chance in new company or promotion, etc 

at age 44/45 with good salary. 

5. Age 46 to 48 1st golden period (improvement in all aspects of life, name and 

fame, financial stability, name and fame, etc). 

6. At age 49 chances of change of residence, city or long travel or 

affair/relationship but this is short term relationship which will not work for 

you (most probably chances of change of location/residence). 

7. Age 50 to 51 period is stressful (weak period). 

8. Age 52 is good period (chances that you will get good success in life).  Good 

earning starts, chances of benefit in govt job or good job in private company. 

9. Age 53 to 56 2nd golden period is very good, financial gain, promotion, (in 

which luck favors you, fulfill of all wishes), etc. 

10. Age 57 is little bit weak period. 

11. Chances of change and loss around age 58. 

12. In early 60s chances of buy or sell property. 

13. No money problem in old age. 

 

MARRIAGE:   

1. As per hand love life is not good so you need to avoid serious love, affair, etc 

because you will not get success in love and relationship. 

2. One or two unsuccessful affair or short term relationship (online or long distance 

relationship) but unsuccessful.  Still chances of new relationship in mid 40s (but 

you need to be careful this type of friendship or relationship). 

3. It seems like you choosy in matter of love/relationship means your expectations 

are high. 

4. Marriage line indicates problem in married life or no fruition, comfort, pleasure, 

enjoyment in your married life, no matter how many times you marry.  In India 

mostly couple decide not to get divorced because of their children’s future so their 

marriage is just like contract.  I think you could be in the same situation. 

5. You need to continue this marriage because you will not get happiness in second 

marriage or third marriage so try to manage with her. 

6. Wife:  Workingwoman or benefit from wife but separation due to difference of 

opinion. 

7. Sexual life:  Some problem. 

8. Children:  Two (both sons) or two sons and one girl. 



9. You need to be careful in outside relationship because there are chances of 

cheating, blackmailing, etc. 

 

FINANCIAL: 

1. Financially no problem seen.  Hand denotes rich and famous person in golden 

period. 

2. You will see improvement in financial and career related situation soon in few 

months (follow my remedies). 

3. There are chances of inheriting property but after some problems. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Overall, your hand is very good.  Everything is good in your hand but if you perform 

remedies then there will no major problem throughout life. 

 

REMEDIES/GEMSTONE: 

Gemstone 

Yellow Sapphire- Ring (Index Finger) 

Ruby-Ring (Ring Finger) 

Iron Ring (middle finger) 

 

REMEDIES 

1. Throw 1 kg wooden coal and three coconuts in water on three consecutive 

Saturday. 

2. Measure the red thread equal to the length from your foot thumb to your head.  

Wrap it on a coconut which contains water and stand on a bank of river, lake or 

canal at the time of sunrise facing east.  The coconut to be thrown in the river over 

your head.  This will remove all troubles. 

3. On a Saturday night take seven cloves and then blow on them by taking your 

wife/lover’s name 21 times.  On Sunday morning burn these and throw the ash on 

road.  Do this for seven Saturdays continuously. 

4. For career: Donate your old footwear (only leather shoes) to poor people on 

Saturday (this will reduce hurdles in your career life). 

5. For health and marriage:  Donate wheat on Sunday to poor people (beggars). 

6. Just buy a ceramic tortoise and place it in your home temple or office table.  

Tortoise face should be towards north side.  This will brings happiness, money in 

your life. 

7. Just stick black horse shoe naal at the top of your main door of office.  You can 

purchase it from online store.  This will also good for protection from evil forces. 

8. Buy aquarium (8 golden fish and 1 black fish) and feed them regularly.  This will 

improve your health. 

 

REMEDY TO GET FULFILL WISH 

Very effective remedy to fulfill your wish, etc - 

 

1) Open link in your mobile browser or youtube app. 

2) Pause it at 0.50 minute. 



3) Now you will see photo of lord Bhairav. 

4) You need to pray in your heart while see lord bhairav. 

5) You need to do this regularly for few days. 

6) You need to always do this after taking bath or in your puja. 

 

Video link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5uUtoT6KIU 

 

If you will get success then you need to offer wine to Bheruji on Saturday or Sunday (at 

nearby Bheruji temple) 

 

You may also Hindu Remedies  
Remedies for business/job/marriage and all aspects: 

 

Remedy for all purpose 

1.  Read “Aditya Hridya Strotam” every day.  It removes every type of problem 

from life, removes obstacles and progress and success in career, business, improvement 

in health and peace of mind is achieved. 

 

Remedy for job/service 

2.  Offering water to sun at sunrise increases wealth and respect. 

 

Remedy for improve financial position 

3.  Every Saturday you need to pluck one peepal leave and wash it with gangajal and then 

energize it by chanting gayatri mantra.  After this keep this leave where you keep your 

money.  Every Saturday you need to bring a new leave and put the old leave at peepal 

tree. 

 

Remedy for job/service 

4.  When you are going for interview take one lemon and insert four cloves in it and then 

chant the mantra “om shri hanumante namh” and blow on the lemon.  Now take this 

lemon with you in your purse or bag to the interview place.  When you are returning after 

interview throw this lemon at any crossroad or road and do not bring it back home.  You 

can get success in interview. 

 

Remedy for health and prosperity 

5.  On Saturday night soak about 100 gram wheat in water and then on Sunday morning 

mix 50 gram of jaggery in it and give it to a cow to eat.  You need to do it on Sundays 

only.  Keep doing for a few months.  There is no problem if you miss on any Sunday in 

between. 

 

Remedy for success in career 

6.  Donate your old footwear (only leather shoes) to poor people on Saturday (this will 

reduce hurdles in your career life). 

 

QUESTIONS: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5uUtoT6KIU


1) How is my financial status going forward in life? 

Answer:  Overall no major financial problem throughout life but you will get good 

success in your golden period (go through period section). 

 

2) How is my married life? 

Answer:  Unsatisfied due to difference of opinion (go through period section). 

 

3) We  have started for trying our second child  from this month onwards. Anything you 

recommend when my wife gets pregnant or in general? 

Answer:  As per your hand chances of second child in 2025 (most probably son). 

 

4) I am looking for another job. Do you see any issues there or will I get good job? 

Answer:  You need to continue your current job because current period is not good and 

you will not get satisfactory job. 

 

5) Do you see any legal issues/health concerns now or in future? 

Answer:  Plz go through health section. 

 

6) Can I do little side business in real estate? Will it be beneficial to go into it full time 

now or in future? 

Answer:  Yes but currently no big investment in side business.  You can try it as broker. 

 

7) Any overall puja/remedy you recommend I should do in my overall 

finance/health/family life/job etc.? 

Answer:  Yes everything is mention in report. 

 

8) I sometimes feel I work very hard and dont get my due esp in my job (but otherwise 

too,seeing it from past so many years now). Anything you recommend or suggest 

Answer:  This is because of your sun line and you need to perform remedies and wear 

ruby gemstone. 

 

Best Wishes, 

 

 

 

Ravi Palmist & group of famous Astrologers 


